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Executive Summary
In January 2016, the Pima County Board of Supervisors announced it would issue
$15 million in public debt to fund the design and construction of a balloon manufacturing
facility and corporate headquarters for World View Enterprises, Inc., and a launch pad for
high-altitude balloons, called Spaceport Tucson, to be operated by World View. In February
2017, just a few days before World View’s publicly subsidized home was completed, a Pima
County Superior Court judge voided the lease, saying the county violated Arizona law that
requires counties to appraise government-owned land and lease it at close to the market
rate.
As county officials prepared to appeal that ruling, they portrayed the legal challenge
to the World View project as obstructionism. Government subsidies, they claimed, are
necessary to improve the local business environment. Like many politicians, these officials
argued that they will miss important opportunities for economic development if their
community does not compete to attract firms with subsidies of one type or another.
As one official put it, “In the real world, economic development requires publicprivate partnerships to create job growth and community prosperity. The private sector will
not be, and has not been, solely responsible for a community’s economic health.”
This paper identifies serious problems with giving public subsidies to individual
firms, addresses and debunks misconceptions about economic development and discusses
alternatives to World View-like deals that have the potential to encourage business location
and expansion.
Economic development policies often are driven by political considerations rather
than sound economic practices. The World View deal is a case in point. It is very difficult to
pick a firm that is likely to succeed. Officials may mistakenly believe that their communities
will be at a competitive disadvantage in attracting firms if they don’t offer subsidies and
other firm-specific benefits. Despite the lack of empirical evidence to support public
subsidies to individual firms or efforts to cluster firms, projects move forward based on
economic impact studies which assume without much evidence that the various aspects of
the proposed business plans will be met.
There are limited, specific situations where local government can improve on
private-sector outcomes. A political decision to redirect tax dollars so that benefits accrue
to individual firms is not one of those situations. Pima County officials gave World View an
exceptional deal. The company bears none of the costs if it fails in its effort or chooses to
move elsewhere. That burden falls on taxpayers.
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Policies that reduce a firm’s costs of production and make the region attractive
to potential employees should be the focus of development efforts in Pima County and
Tucson. To spur economic activity, local governments have several alternatives to risky,
World View-like deals. They include:
• Limiting unnecessary regulations that raise firms’ costs and reduce their competitive
position
• Revising zoning laws to facilitate location decisions and to reduce the costs of the
permitting process
• Limiting Pima County influence over land use decisions
• Lowering business and individual tax rates
• Prioritizing the provision of core services and producing them efficiently. Amenities
such as road maintenance, public safety, and the maintenance of open spaces for
recreation are attractive to firms and to the employees they hope to hire.
• Reducing the cost of local government services through privatization or vouchers.
Both may create competition that encourages efficiency and improves service
quality.
• Privatizing incremental highway infrastructure to reduce construction costs and
speed up progress
• Reducing traffic congestion and pollution through the use of variable rate highway
tolls
Some efforts require state action. These include liberalization of the state’s relatively
constraining occupational licensing laws and eliminating regulations that make health
care more expensive than it need be. The recent approval by voters of minimum wage
and mandated benefits is not a business magnet and, as economists routinely point out,
minimum wage and mandated benefits can hurt the least skilled workers. At the state level,
it may be possible to take steps to deal with business complaints about a poorly trained
workforce. Lifelong-learning education savings accounts paired with flexible education
opportunities would promote the acquisition of human capital, especially for individuals for
whom the traditional learning environment falls short.
Pima County, and other local governments inclined to approve risky business deals
backed by taxpayer dollars should instead focus on creating an economic environment that
maximizes individual potential and regional prosperity.
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1.

Introduction
In January 2016, the Pima County Board of Supervisors announced it would issue

$15 million in public debt to fund the design and construction of a balloon manufacturing
facility and corporate headquarters for World View Enterprises, Inc., and a launch pad for
high-altitude balloons, called Spaceport Tucson, to be operated by World View. In February
2017, just a few days before World View’s publicly subsidized home was completed, a Pima
County Superior Court judge voided the lease, saying the county violated Arizona law that
requires counties to appraise government-owned land and lease it at close to the market
rate.
As county officials prepared to appeal that ruling, they portrayed the legal challenge
to the World View project as obstructionism. Government subsidies, they claimed, are
necessary to improve the local business environment. Like many politicians, these officials
argued that they will miss important opportunities for economic development if their
community does not compete to attract firms with subsidies of one type or another.
As one official put it, “In the real world, economic development requires publicprivate partnerships to create job growth and community prosperity. The private sector will
not be, and has not been, solely responsible for a community’s economic health.” 1
It is true that there is a role for the public sector, but it is in creating an environment
attractive to private businesses and their workers. As is discussed below, the appropriate
role for regional government does not include direct subsidies to individual firms. Other
misconceptions about economic development are also are identified and debunked. This
paper identifies problems with the World View deal and deals like it that use taxpayer
dollars to subsidize individual firms. Difficulties in identifying potentially successful
business opportunities and the related drain on resources for local services make public
subsidies to individual firms a poor tool to encourage economic activity.
To promote prosperity, local officials’ best bet is to focus on providing core services
in a cost-effective manner. Officials should work to adopt policies that lower business costs
or make a region attractive to potential employees. Several of these policies are discussed
as options for Pima County.

2.

The World View Deal
World View plans to use Spaceport Tucson as a base to launch balloons that will

give tourists an opportunity to view Earth from 100,000 feet from a specially-designed,
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pressurized capsule.2 World View also plans to use the balloon-based system for other
purposes, including launching communications, surveillance, and scientific equipment. 3
After a test flight of a scaled-down version in October 2015, World View announced
that it intended to move to full-scale testing. There have been no media reports of full-scale
testing, however, making the company’s own projection of a manned mission in 2017 seem
unlikely.
In a July 2015 article in Air & Space Magazine, journalist Mark Betancourt described
the serious technical, regulatory, and business obstacles to the balloon flights.4 World
View’s methods for properly insulating the capsule to protect the passengers at high
altitudes, and protecting the balloon from tearing at launch had not been tested. Taber
MacCallum, the chief technology officer at World View, admitted that it might be impossible
to keep a giant parafoil inflated. And, Betancourt reported concerns that it may be
“prohibitively expensive” to assure a comfortable descent with the 8,000 pound, full-scale
capsule.
Betancourt also noted that it is not clear whether Spaceport Tucson is actually
necessary to World View’s operations, because balloons “require next to no infrastructure
to launch and retrieve.” World View competitor Zero2infinity is reportedly considering using
a mobile launch device, to bring the balloon and capsule to locations attractive to tourists.5
To compete, World View would have to be similarly mobile, or offer a lower price or better
amenities to attract tourists to Spaceport Tucson. It is not clear how many tourists will be
willing to travel to Tucson for the experience at the $75,000 per ride price tag that World
View currently projects. Another concern is that space tourists are typically adventurous
personalities who relish the idea of being pioneers. That means demand for such rides may
decrease sharply over time.6
According to Betancourt’s sources, the companies offering space flights would have
to fly weekly to cover their costs. This would require an increase in balloon manufacturing,
something the new World View manufacturing facility may allow. Yet World View is working
on ways to reuse the balloons.7 This would reduce its costs, but wouldn’t help justify
investment in the balloon manufacturing facility in Tucson.
The World View project faces challenges on the regulatory front, as well. World View
has not acquired a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) spaceport license to operate a
launch site and commercial manned vehicles.8 Because the FAA has categorized World
View’s balloon as a spacecraft, the company must meet substantial safety requirements,
and the approval process may move slowly. 9
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The balloon launch pad, manufacturing facility, and corporate headquarters are
located on 28 acres of Pima County-owned land, part of the County’s Aerospace, Defense
and Technology Research and Business Park, just south of the Tucson International
Airport (TIA) and an existing Raytheon Missile Systems facility. TIA officials have expressed
concerns that remotely-piloted spaceport flights from a launch pad close to the south
end of the runway might affect other air operations, including commercial flights, general
aviation, and the daily flights of F-16 fighter jets from the Arizona Air National Guard wing
based at TIA.10
Pima County gave World View an exceptional deal.11 The company bears none of
the costs if it fails in its effort or if it chooses to move elsewhere. The County mortgaged
several of its buildings to secure the $15 million in public debt to support the project.
If World View were to leave, Pima County would have to raise taxes or cut services to
generate the funds necessary to pay off the remaining debt.12
The support among members of the County Board of Supervisors for Spaceport
Tucson was based on World View’s presumed role as a driver of economic activity.13 A
study by Applied Economics estimated that World View’s operations would have a $3.5
billion impact on the regional economy over a twenty-year period.14 However, there is
no guarantee that World View will find it lucrative to remain and grow in Tucson. In New
Mexico, where a similar project is failing, $220 million in taxpayer funding has not been
enough to bring the promised manufacturing jobs or space tourism to Albuquerque’s
Spaceport America.15 Although Virgin Galactic was to be the anchor tenant at Spaceport
America, the company chose to test its cutting-edge SpaceShipTwo at the Mojave Air and
Space Port in Mojave, California, instead. It has also announced an interest in building a
spaceport in Abu Dhabi (which owns a 35 percent stake in Virgin Galactic).16
Pima County officials were excited to get a tenant to anchor the Aerospace, Defense
& Technology Research and Business Park.17 But this may be more wishful thinking than a
good economic plan.

3.

Public Funding of Private Development
Economic analysis points to specific situations where local government actions can

improve upon private sector outcomes. The underlying question in the World View deal is
whether the County’s actions can be justified as appropriate in this framework.
First, economic models conclude that the private sector will fall short when it
comes to producing services that are non-rival in consumption—meaning that they benefit
many people at the same time and that it is difficult to charge residents directly for them.
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Examples of non-rivalrous services include anti-gang activities, graffiti removal, or fighting
fires that endanger an entire neighborhood. This economic justification for government
intervention, however, does not apply to the World View deal.
The private sector also arguably comes up short in situations where the production
or consumption of a good affects others—that is, in cases involving externalities. This offers
a theoretical justification for the Pima County/World View deal if World View’s location
in the Aerospace, Defense & Technology Business and Research Park will have positive
spillover effects for the community as a whole.
The purpose of identifying the situations where economic theory points to a role for
government is to identify areas where government actions have the potential to improve
decisions about the uses to which resources are put. But, as described below, efforts to
subsidize individual firms with taxpayer dollars as part of local economic development
efforts are fraught with problems. There is no evidence to support the idea that such
efforts are generally successful. On the contrary, taxpayer resources could be put to better
use to increase the attractiveness of a community to all businesses and their employees.
At their core, the World View deal and others like it direct resources away from productive
uses.
Predicting Success
When it comes to picking firms to subsidize, it is unlikely that political decisionmakers will be able to identify firms that will survive in a competitive environment. Because
so many firms fail in the initial stages, it is difficult for even the most sophisticated investors
to predict which firms will do well. Private banks, venture capitalists, and angel investors,
acting in their own interest, specialize in identifying individuals and projects most likely to
succeed. Even so, venture capitalists, who put their own wealth at risk, fail more often than
they succeed.18
Business success is only belatedly revealed after a firm has passed what economists
refer to as the market test: a firm’s ability to survive over time. It is difficult to identify
business owners whose decisions will lead to success even if they have a record of
effectively steering a firm or firms in the right direction in the past.
Winner’s Curse
When governments compete to attract companies like World View, they never
know if competing bids would actually have been forthcoming in the absence of subsidies.
Writing in the New York Times, Louise Story reports that:
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Moraine, Ohio, was already home to a G.M. plant in 1997 when the company
pushed hard for additional incentives. G.M. said it was looking for a place to
accommodate more manufacturing. Wayne Barfels, the city manager at the time,
said a G.M. representative had told officials that Moraine was competing with
Shreveport, La., and Linden, N.J. After the local school board approved property
tax breaks, The Dayton Daily News reported that the other towns had not been in
discussions with G.M. The school board considered rescinding the deal, but allowed
G.M. to keep it after a company official apologized. In 2008, G.M. shut the Moraine
facility.19
Furthermore, winning this type of competition is much like having the winning
bid in a competition for an oil lease: what some have called the “winner’s curse.” Several
governments may bid to host a firm that promises jobs and economic activity, but the
government that bids the most wins.20 That means the government’s assessment of
the value is greater than that of every other government that participated in the bidding
process, which is itself an indication that the government may have overestimated the
likely benefits. It was to avoid this “winner’s curse” that Getty Oil Company routinely bid
significantly below the value its engineers suggested for potential oil reserves in the early
1980s—to avoid winning on what might turn out to be an inflated bid.21
Leverage
Once a government has agreed to a major subsidy and announced it publicly, the
business on the receiving end has leverage over the government entity. The business may
request changes to the deal—changes that are not good for the community as a whole. For
example, at New Mexico’s Spaceport America, the anchor tenant, Virgin Galactic, pushed
the New Mexico legislature to pass a bill to protect the company and its suppliers from
liability in the case of an accident. Even though the Spaceport had already been built (the
total commitment by the state to the Spaceport is about $200 million), Virgin threatened to
leave if the indemnification was not offered.22
The New Mexico legislation protects spaceport-related companies from suits from
space tourists, their families, and others who suffer harm, including harm on the ground to
people and damage to property, if a launch encounters problems.23 The only exception is
when gross negligence can be established, which is exceptionally rare. According to Virgin
Galactic’s supporters, this additional demand “costs taxpayers nothing.”24 But giving up the
right to sue in the case of an accident is not cost-free. Relieving liability is a serious step,
as it mutes a company’s incentives to reduce injury and death. It also penalizes those who
suffer a serious loss, and are denied a remedy. Limiting liability in this way is an indirect
form of government subsidy which was added on top of the direct support the government
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was already pledged to give Virgin Galactic. It is doubtful the New Mexico legislature would
have passed this law, at the third attempt, if not for the company’s efforts to increase its
already generous support from taxpayers.
Similarly, approximately one year before World View approached Pima County,
the company had already signed a contract to stay in Arizona, locate its headquarters
there, and build its manufacturing facility there in exchange for $250,000 from the Arizona
Commerce Authority.25 But World View threatened to renege on the deal and leave for
New Mexico or Florida if the County did not provide further subsidies.
Political Pressures
Political influence, often in the form of campaign contributions, may sway politicians
to make choices that are not in the community’s best interest.26 Another influence that
may distort political decisions is that politicians often move from industry or industryspecific lobbying to the public sector and back.27 Securing benefits for a specific industry
has the potential to improve politicians’ post-public-sector employment options.
Politicians will favor economic development projects where the benefits accrue to
one or more large firms or campaign contributors. Rather than offer an across-the-board
tax cut, legislators can garner more political support—whether in the form of votes or
campaign contributions—if they target subsidies to large firms or organized industries.
Incentives matter when making investment decisions, and, in this case, it is the incentives
facing the politicians that are relevant. Given these incentives, it is not surprising to find
that politicians often fund costly projects that offer few benefits to the community as a
whole.
That favorable treatment costs taxpayers, not only in the form of higher income,
property, and sales taxes, but also in the form of reduced government services. But various
factors can hide these tax burdens from view. For instance, paying the same amount in
taxes for fewer government services is essentially a tax increase. Even where taxes are
overtly increased, each individual citizen pays a relatively small share of that increase—
each citizen in the community will pay a few extra dollars—meaning that each taxpayer
has a small incentive to organize an effort to oppose any one subsidy. Taxpayers gradually
pay more over time, but it is not worth any one taxpayer’s time to organize an effort to
complain.
Meanwhile, politicians often have implicit deals with one another to vote for each
other’s proposals. Thus subsidies increase over time, and without voter oversight, special
interest influence can easily prevail. And, given their tenure in office, politicians may ignore
or fail to consider the future consequences of their actions.28 In the World View deal and
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others like it, politicians are not investing their own money. Problems with such projects
will arise years down the road—by which time a politician is likely to be out of office.
These factors all result in weak incentives to address the long-term consequences
for public debt and the future drain on tax revenues, and weak incentives to protect
taxpayers. If projections of the Pima County/World View Enterprises deal fail to materialize,
it will be a problem for future politicians and taxpayers.
Waste
Subsidies to individual firms, such as World View, can be wasteful if they direct labor
and capital away from more efficient uses. If a project costs $10 million and is expected
to result in an $8 million return, a private investor would not move forward with the
project, because it would run a $2 million loss. But add a local government subsidy of $2
million or more, and the investor will go ahead—even though the project is, by definition,
wasteful. The subsidy results in $10 million in total resources—land, labor, capital, and
other materials—being put to a lower-valued use ($8 million). One can only make an
economic case for a subsidy in such a situation if there are associated positive externalities
or spillovers. Yet developers and businesses clamoring for financial assistance often
overestimate the positive spillover effects of financial assistance. In such cases, the real
beneficiaries are usually a firm or group of firms, not the community.
In fact, the overall consequences may be negative. Local firms are put at a
disadvantage, as they must pay taxes to support the subsidies. Workers will also face
higher taxes and, where labor markets are competitive, local firms will have to pay higher
wages to attract employees to the region, putting even more of the cost burden on local
firms. This raises the costs of those local firms and makes them less competitive. The result
is that businesses that are already in a community hire fewer workers that they would
have, and, ultimately, contribute less to the local tax base, all to shoulder the costs of the
new firm that has obtained a government favor.
Business Mobility
While government subsidies to businesses might seem to work at first, they are
often short-term solutions, producing only fleeting gains. That is because businesses that
do not have a substantial economic reason other than subsidies to locate in a community
often leave once the subsidies end. For years, General Motors courted local officials in
communities nationwide, promising that government incentives (cash rewards, free
buildings, worker training, and tax breaks) would stand them in good stead with GM. None
of this mattered, years later, when GM decided which properties to liquidate. Communities
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that gave the company substantial benefits had more than fifty properties on GM’s 2009
liquidation list.29
Similarly, Michigan offered tax credits to the film industry and issued municipal
bond debt to fund construction of a film studio on an old auto plant in Pontiac. When a
new governor reined in the tax credits to focus on across-the-board tax cuts, filmmakers
pulled out, leaving the state with $18 million dollars in municipal bond debt backed by the
state workers’ pension funds.30
Even where there is a specific local asset such as a manufacturing facility that
would be costly to replicate elsewhere, firms have found it in their interest to move, as
the General Motors example illustrates. The film industry is notorious for leaving once
subsidies end.31 When state favors are all paid out, film crews go elsewhere and the jobs
go with them.32
Empirical Evidence
Researchers are unable to show that business location incentives and subsidies
routinely or even generally increase employment or encourage economic activity. Studies
find that state incentives and subsidies to the film industry, stadiums, and convention
centers do not pay off.33
One 2010 study focused specifically on positive spillover effects in counties that bid
to attract large manufacturing plants, making it especially relevant to the Pima County/
World View deal.34 To measure spillover effects, the researchers focused on changes in
manufacturing productivity in preexisting similar manufacturing firms, changes that could
not be explained by increases in labor or capital.
In the case of manufacturing, productivity may increase as new firms enter if, as
a result, workers move to jobs where their skills are a better match for a specific job.
Productivity may also increase as workers share their knowledge and skills.35 The study
found that five years after winning counties saw new manufacturing plants open, the
results were mixed. In only 13 of the 45 counties studied did pre-existing manufacturing
firms show a statistically significant increase in productivity.36 No significant change was
found in 23 counties and a statistically significant negative impact was found in nine.37 The
authors conclude that “risk-averse local governments may be unwilling to provide tax
incentives with this distribution of outcomes or only willing to bid less than the average
spillover.”38
The researchers found another effect that works against such subsidies. They found
increases in the prices of local inputs, most likely the result of increased demand resulting
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from a large firm entering the community.39 Offsetting price increases such as these can
dull the impact of a subsidy.
Clusters, anchors, and incubators
The Pima County/World View deal is part of a larger effort to add jobs to the Pima
County area by establishing an Aerospace, Defense and Technology Business and Research
Park. As the Park anchor, World View’s location in the Park has been justified by County
officials on the basis that it would have positive effects on the overall economic activity
in the Park and in the regional economy as a whole. Despite claims for cluster policies
such as this one, there is no evidence that science parks deliver the promised economic
contribution to a regional economy.40 There are, of course, notable successes (oft-cited
examples include Research Triangle Park and Stanford Research Park), but the evidence
does not support the premise that, in general, businesses in research parks or hightech incubators do better than other similar businesses. Expectations of collaborative
arrangements and innovation that would not occur without the adjacent location in a
research park lack empirical support.
Economic Impact Studies
One economic development tool, the economic impact study, is given too much
credit for assessing the impact of projects such as World View. As noted above, Applied
Economics estimated that World View’s operations would have a $3.5 billion impact on
the regional economy over a twenty-year period. The underlying assumption is that World
View’s business plan will be met, but that is far from a sure thing. Despite lack of empirical
evidence to justify public subsidies to individual firms or efforts to cluster firms, projects
move forward based on economic impact studies that assume the various aspects of the
proposed business plans will be successful.
Individuals who run business incubators or local-government-funded economic
development agencies rely on economic impact studies to secure funding. It is prudent to
remember that their employment depends on perpetuating industry subsidies. Few local
governments hold economic development agencies accountable or even audit their claims.
When it comes to economic development initiatives, one should be skeptical of claims,
especially those made by groups who stand to benefit.41
Jobs
Of the jobs at World View itself, it is not clear how many would be filled by Pima
County residents whose tax dollars are funding the project. The evidence suggests that, as
firms enter a region, many of the new jobs are filled by individuals who move to the area
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for employment rather than by original residents.42 It depends on the nature of the jobs
and the level of unemployment in a community. Companies with high-skilled jobs are not
likely to find many local workers with the specific skills they need.
Land Use
The World View deal is part of a broader focus on land use planning in Pima
County.43 The County owns a great deal of land. In cases where it doesn’t own land
for which it has a plan it purchases the land or acquires it in an exchange. The County
dictates which types of businesses may use its land; it attempts to lease or sell property to
companies that will develop primary employment (export-based jobs that produce goods
and services for customers outside the County). In the sale or lease of County land, the
County offers support and incentives for employers who say they will bring in export-based
jobs that pay more than the regional average. Instead of letting land go to its highestvalued use, the County has focused on clustering similar firms.
Extensive land use planning of this sort precludes market forces from determining
the purpose to which land will be put. As a result, it reduces the contribution of the land to
the local economy.
The County supports its land use decisions with infrastructure investments, flood
control improvements, wastewater capacity, and utility connections. However, new
commercial (and residential) developments should be responsible for these associated
costs. If the market value of the expansion is not sufficient to cover all of the costs it should
not be subsidized by existing taxpayers.44
Local Services
A serious problem is that in directing spending to deals like that with World View
cities pull money away from the provision of important local services.45 This is an issue for
economic development because amenities draw households to a community. Individuals
looking to relocate are interested in the life-style attributes of a community. A safe, clean,
and well-maintained community is attractive to mobile workers and their families. In turn,
firms making location or expansion decisions will put a positive weight on the resulting
access to labor.46

4.

Other Considerations
Local businesses have a number of complaints about the Pima County business

environment. Businesses surveyed by the Tucson Metro Chamber complained about
problems common to local governments including crumbling roads, underperforming
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schools, a poorly-trained workforce, cumbersome regulations, high business taxes, and
allowing neighborhood groups to get in the way of changes in zoning that would allow
development.47 The fact that Arizona’s network of One-Stop offices (now Arizona@Work)
offers services for businesses to help with permits, zoning, and regulatory compliance
implies that the system is not easy to access.48 Any progress in dealing with these issues
would be of value in attracting new businesses to the area. Cuts in state funding have
reduced allocations that Pima County would have used to maintain streets and highways.
However, to attract business, these important public services must be a spending priority.
On the positive side, survey respondents ranked police and fire services highly.
Recent improvements to the Port of Tucson will allow the port to handle 500
containers a day. As a result, companies may consider a location in Pima County to
minimize transport costs.49 If the Trump Administration does not take measures that
would reduce trade with Mexico50 (restricting trade would cause serious economic
harm on both sides of the border) the port has the potential to serve as a major point of
interchange for goods moving across the United States. The port, with its local customs
service, is already an attractive location for firms shipping to the U.S. from Mexico and
Asia.51 Two privately-owned companies, the Port of Tucson and Union Pacific Railroad,
have made major investments in improving the rail infrastructure.52 Several major
distribution centers have located near the port.53
At this time, as transportation-oriented companies consider a move to Pima County,
policies that further enhance the attractiveness of the region could influence business
managers’ evaluations of the potential benefits of a move. Pairing access to transportation
with efficient local government provision of community amenities would make Pima
County more competitive as firms make location decisions.
Pima County would be best off redirecting its resources away from high-risk
investments, such as the one involving World View Enterprises, and toward efforts
to improve local services, including public safety, road repair, and the transportation
infrastructure. These are the fundamental services that local governments provide to
support residents and business activity. As noted above, positive amenities are attractive
to firms as they know that positive community amenities will lower the cost of attracting
labor.54
“Everyone is doing it” is a popular justification for public subsidies to private firms.
Everyone is doing it because it benefits the individuals involved, both the politicians and the
business interests. But it is not in the interest of the community as a whole.
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Pima County administrators may fear that if they don’t offer subsidies to attract
business, such as the World View deal, they will lose jobs to Maricopa County or other
areas competing for firms. The underlying premise is that they can target the right firms.
As discussed in detail above, this is unlikely. Taking a high-risk approach is not fiscally
prudent nor is it likely to improve economic activity in the region. In other words, given
the incentives facing politicians and the difficulty in picking a firm likely to succeed, when it
comes to promoting the regional economy, the competition is directed at likely failure, not
success.
To increase the focus on the high costs of economic development efforts, critics
stress the high cost-per-job created.55 An important point is that after-the-fact estimates of
costs per job are much lower than the expected cost per job. If a $15 million expenditure
were to result in an increase in 400 local jobs, as expected in the World View deal,
observers would say that the cost per job is $37,500. But World View may not succeed and,
even if it does, it may not stay in Tucson. It may choose to move its operations closer to the
companies it serves or closer to potential space tourists. If there is a 75% chance of failure
or departure, the mathematical expectation of job creation is 100 jobs,56 and the expected
cost per job is $150,000.
In the World View case, the costs are actually higher than $15 million as land was
acquired by Pima County and other infrastructure investments made in advance of the
deal. Also, other levels of government offer subsidies from which World View will benefit. It
may be more costly than it is worth to “buy” these jobs.

5.

Misconceptions
There are many misconceptions when it comes to economic development. Let’s set

these aside before addressing policy initiatives that might work.
Labor Market Misconceptions
a.

The Average Wage
One misconception is that it is possible to judge a local economy by comparing

its average wage to that of other communities.57 However, using the average wage as a
metric is not useful in assessing whether a community is generating the best outcome for
individuals who live there. The average wage is determined by the composition of the labor
force (the number of high- and low-skilled workers) and the cost of living in a community.
Growth in high-wage jobs in a community may increase the average wage but fail to
improve the well-being of low-wage workers.
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Economic development advocates often emphasize the importance of attracting
high-quality jobs.58 But it is important to remember that unskilled workers develop skills in
entry-level jobs.
High- and low-skilled workers are complements in an economy. In California,
immigration raised wages by three to seven percent for native workers with at least a high
school diploma.59 It is common for high- and low-wage workers to live near one another as
low-skilled workers take on tasks such as gardening, cleaning, and other service jobs. This
frees high-skilled workers to focus on higher (market) valued uses of their time.
b. Retail and Service Sector Jobs
It is incorrect to dismiss retail and service sector jobs as “typically low wage and
subject to boom-or-bust economic cycles.”60 Pima County, for example, appears to be well
situated for retail sales as “shopping is the primary reason visitors from Sonora and Sinaloa
travel to Pima County.”61 Cyclical industries (industries subject to boom-or-bust economic
cycles) are not to be written off. In fact, manufacturing earnings are highly cyclical, as
the demand for durable goods falls during recessions.62 In competitive markets the free
movement of labor and infrastructure will limit growth in these industries in any one area
to a level that is profitable over time, if not in any given economic downturn.
c. Vacant Positions
In 2009, TRIO surveyed Tucson region employers and found 2,200 vacant positions.
A more recent survey identified 2,500 vacant positions. Authors of the 2014 Economic
Blueprint Update found this disturbing, concluding that the regional economy was stuck
and that an improved talent system was needed.63 However, with a civilian labor force of
nearly half-a-million workers, the meaning of 2,500 job vacancies is not obvious.64 Often
jobs are not filled immediately. There are what economists call friction costs, the costly
process of workers finding the right job and firms finding the right workers. It may take a
firm time to assess the appropriate market wage. Workers may initially reject a good job
match because they expect an even better match as they continue to search. The good
news is that sufficient time is put to the job search process to result in higher productivity
matches.
Interestingly, the evidence suggests that robust economies tend to have higher
job vacancy rates. During a recession, the logic goes, workers are reluctant to quit jobs as
they know it will be hard to find a new one; the result is high unemployment but few job
vacancies. In contrast, vacant positions suggest workers are not afraid to leave jobs as they
would be in a recession, so a relatively high vacancy rate may signal a healthy economy.65
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d. Workforce Training
It is common to hear economic development groups argue for job training and
education programs to improve economic outcomes in a community. A “poorly trained
workforce” was one complaint when local businesses were surveyed by the Tucson Metro
Chamber in 2014.66
When it comes to workforce training, there is no simple fix. Researchers have found
that programs differ in effectiveness depending on the focus population. There is a paucity
of evidence on existing programs, making it difficult to assess the outcomes.67
Pima County’s Economic Development Plan stresses the role of the Pima
Community College and the One-Stop programs in connecting training with business
needs.68 To assure that these efforts are well directed, accountability and program review
are critical. This is easy to say but hard to do. Once programs are put in place, it is very
difficult to eliminate them. Pima County already appears to have a number of programs. As
noted above, there is not much evidence on the impact of job training programs; most are
not evaluated. Furthermore, without randomized assignment of individuals into programs
it is impossible to know whether it is the program or the individuals who select it that lead
to the labor market outcomes that result.69
A major difficulty is in dealing with the subset of individuals who lack labor market
skills. As economist James Heckman points out, once someone lacks labor market skills it is
hard to make the leap later on.70 Heckman writes,
“One dangerous myth that motivates welfare reform and training policy is that it is
relatively easy to adapt adult unskilled workers to the modern economy. According
to this view, most low-skilled labor can be easily retrained to become skilled labor.
In fact, the costs of doing so are high.”
e. Hire Local
A common requirement for public subsidies is that firms hire local workers. This
is a mistake. Requiring firms to hire local when they can get a better job match hiring
employees from other places raises the costs of doing business in a community. Hire local
policies are not a component of an effective business attraction program.
Other Misconceptions
Infrastructure Investment
Concerns about the deterioration of the nation’s highway infrastructure have
led Pima County officials to call for more spending at the state level.71 There are two
misconceptions here. The first is that Arizona’s interstates and highways are in bad shape.
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In Arizona, in 2014, 1.3% of the state’s urban interstates and highways were rated of poor
quality compared to about 8% nationwide.72
A second misconception is that highway maintenance and construction costs
are best addressed on a statewide basis. The expressed concern is that efforts by local
governments to raise funds for infrastructure maintenance and construction would
lead to regional competition “counterproductive to statewide job growth and economic
expansion.”73 This is not true. The problem with statewide (or federal) funding is that
communities don’t bear the total the cost of an investment. With outside funding,
communities move forward with projects that are not economic—projects for which the
total costs actually outweigh the benefits. In contrast, local funding pushes politicians to
take the total benefits and costs of a project into account.74
State funding of highway infrastructure in one region only makes sense if there are
substantial spillover effects (positive externalities) that benefit other regions in the state.
Small to moderate spillovers are probably not sufficient to justify spending at a more
aggregate level given the distortions in decisions caused by such programs.

6.

Moving Forward
Moving forward, one issue is whether Pima County should focus its efforts on

accommodating the aerospace and defense industry. Pima County is home to several
major employers that rely on government expenditures. They include Raytheon Missile
Systems (9,600 employees), the Davis-Monthan Air Force Base (8,406 employees), and the
Arizona Air National Guard 162nd Wing at Tucson International Airport. The County has
prioritized the protection of employment at Raytheon Missile Systems and the Air Force
Base.75
To protect against residential encroachment and to allow for possible future
expansion, the County purchased land ($6 million) just south of Raytheon and established
the Aerospace, Defense, and Technology Research and Business Park where World View is
located. The County also relocated a road to meet U.S. Air Force standards ($13 million) to
allow Raytheon to continue its operations.76
A major concern is that Davis-Monthan Air Force Base supports the Air Force’s A-10,
a low-altitude military support aircraft, which has been threatened with retirement from
service.77 “The Pima County Economic Development Plan suggests offering the Air Force
land at no cost, providing land for National Guard functions, and shifting traffic to facilitate
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operations of the Guard. The Plan also advocates for strong lobbing efforts to keep the
A-10 in service and to secure future missions for the Air National Guard.
Mission Strong, an effort to advocate for the Davis-Monthan Air Force Base and Fort
Huachuca, only makes sense if Pima County has an advantage in production, based on
its location or other local resources. If subsidies are required to keep production in place,
it means the rest of the local economy is paying to protect jobs and production, raising
the costs of efficient firms to subsidize inefficient production. This is not a good long-run
strategy for economic development.
George Hammond, of the University of Arizona’s Eller College of Management, notes
that past growth in Tucson has been affected by federal spending. He referred to the effect
of reduced federal spending as a “drag that’s been weighing down the Tucson economy.”78
But the reliance on government funding may have allowed the economy to weather the
2008 recession better than other parts of Arizona.79 This lack of diversity suggests serious
problems as government deficit spending and unfunded liabilities eventually must result
in cuts in state and federal discretionary spending.80 Efforts to support declining industries
will not benefit Pima County over time.
Instead, a focus on local amenities—essential services—produced in a cost-effective
way so as to minimize the tax burden on local residents and businesses can make Pima
County an attractive place to live and work. Business owners are enticed by manageable
regulations and zoning processes and put off by complex and expensive business licensing
laws. Businesses and residents benefit from low tax rates and reduced congestion and
pollution. To spur economic activity, local governments have several alternatives to risky,
World View-like deals.
Regulatory Reform
Limiting unnecessary regulations can encourage economic activity. For example,
Uber decided to move a fleet of self-driving cars to Arizona after California regulations held
up the development process.81 In general, limiting regulatory burdens lowers firms’ costs.
Anything that affects firms’ costs of production improves their competitive position and
increases their demand for labor. A recent Institute for Justice report offered suggestions
for improving business opportunities at the local level. The suggestions include facilitating
business licensing, allowing street vending and food trucks, facilitating advertising with
minimally intrusive regulation of business signs, zoning laws that allow multiple uses, and
legalization of home-based businesses (except those that create problems for neighbors).82
Tucson permits home-based businesses, but bans automotive service and repair,
hair salons, and medical services.83 Mobile food establishments are licensed by Pima
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County84 and there appears to be a robust food truck business.85 Pima County does
not require business licenses in unincorporated County areas but Tucson does require
businesses to secure a license.86 Information on Tucson’s business sign permit process
and codes is available online.87 All of these should be reviewed to be sure that any costly
deterrents to business formation and advertising make sense.
Zoning
To attract businesses, Pima County should consider revising its zoning laws to
facilitate location decisions and to reduce the costs of the permitting process. As noted
above, this issue was raised by respondents to the 2012-2013 Tucson Metro Chamber
business survey. Most people think that zoning laws are designed to reduce negative
externalities (for example, industrial production next to homes). Yet Houston, Texas, has
no zoning regulations.88 In Houston, other mechanisms have been designed to allow
communities to influence the character of their neighborhoods. The city has ordinances
that limit certain types of uses, but does not specify a geographic area where those
ordinances should apply. Developers create master-planned communities that meet
residents’ preferences for ambiance and amenities.
The advantage is flexibility; developers can respond to market forces in a timely
manner. Developers can move projects through the city planning commission without the
need to secure multiple variances or other approvals. The process is predictable, saving
developers money.
Zoning regulations generate large political contributions by developers, an attractive
attribute to some local politicians. However, because zoning laws raise the cost of
construction, they can have a negative effect on business formation and expansion.
A common problem in large cities is that neighbors oppose new construction,
limiting economic activity and growth.89 This opposition to construction, reflected in a
difficult and costly permitting process, can discourage firms and their employees from
locating in an urban area. The solution is to adopt a Houston-like policy where the rules are
relatively straightforward and developers are not subject to costly protracted negotiations
over zoning variances.
Taxes
Lowering income taxes and business taxes and fees is one option for policy makers
seeking to spur economic activity. Lower taxes are one of many considerations that may
influence a firm’s location decision. It is important, however, to consider how the tax dollars
would be spent. Cities that spend tax dollars on road maintenance, public safety, and
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the maintenance of open spaces for recreation may generate sufficient positive effects
to offset a tax, attracting firms.90 Of course, a community that eliminates unnecessary or
wasteful spending and lowers its tax rate as a result would clearly be in a better position to
promote business activity.
Reducing Costs
To improve the cost-efficiency of local government services, offering the potential
to lower taxes or provide attractive core services, one option is to privatize the provision
of public services. When private firms bid to secure local contracts, competition can
encourage efficiency and improve service quality. When the Reason Foundation’s experts
on privatization reviewed the situation in Cleveland, their suggestions for privatization
included the airport, parking facilities, solid waste collection, building maintenance, transit
operations, parks operations and maintenance, libraries, public works and community
development services, vehicle fleet maintenance/management and the operation and
management of the city zoo.91 Competitive bidding, with renewable contracts, improves
incentives for efficiency if political pressures can be held at bay when it comes to the choice
of providers.
Privatizing roads, using tolls to provide a return on investment, would reduce the
costs of construction and speed up progress on the construction of highway infrastructure.
This could include the proposed Sonoran Corridor linking highways 10 and 19 just south
of Tucson International Airport. It has been estimated that the Corridor would cut drivers’
daily commute by 12 miles.92 Other transportation priorities that might benefit from
private investment include the improvement of Arizona State Route 189 near the Mariposa
Point of entry,93 and the expansion of State Route 201 (The Aviation Parkway) to the I-10 to
relieve traffic on the I-10 heading to downtown Tucson.94
Privatization is not the only option to lower costs. Under a voucher system,
individuals are given public funds to pick a private (or public) service provider. An
advantage is that consumers have the proper incentive to search for efficient providers
that meet their needs. Vouchers can be used to promote competition, which generally
lowers costs and improves products. This can be advantageous for consumers who have
special needs that would be ignored by a government or public service provider.
Pollution and Congestion
Pollution is an issue for Tucson as it is running up against federal standards for
ground-level ozone. It would be prudent to switch from emissions control policies that
rely on persuasion to market-based policies for emissions reductions.95 For this purpose,
highway tolls are a viable option.
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As an added benefit, a system of variable tolls (higher tolls during peak congestion
hours) would reduce congestion, making Tucson attractive to both potential residents and
to businesses that use the highways to transport goods.96
The benefits of variable tolls to Tucson, rated 21st worst in congestion of U.S. cities,
could be considerable.97 Delays are costly, both in terms of drivers’ time and pollution.
Tolls would shift some drivers to off-peak hours and create incentives for carpooling.98
To reduce concerns about an increase in government taxation, a toll may be offset
by a reduction in another tax, the gas tax for example. A highway toll is no more regressive
(hard on individuals with low incomes) than a gas tax or a sales tax.99
A toll is the rare tax that has a positive impact on economic activity. It reduces
congestion and time spent in travel. By making workers more mobile, it improves job
matches, increasing productivity. It allows firms to move goods around more cheaply.
There is some evidence that initial opposition to toll roads declines once tolls are put in
place, as drivers can see the benefits.100

7.

Arizona State Policies
When it comes to attracting business, some things require state action. In Arizona,

this includes liberalizing occupational licensing laws, reducing barriers to innovations that
could reduce health care costs, avoiding labor market regulations that raise the cost of
doing business in the state, and maintaining attractive K-12 education options.
Occupational licensing laws
Arizona’s occupational licensing laws are some of the most constraining in the
United States.101 This makes services more expensive and reduces access to jobs in the
state. One study estimates that occupational licensing raises the cost of goods and services
for the average U.S. household by more than $1,000 a year.102 With Arizona’s heavy
regulation of occupations, the cost per household must be even higher. Liberalization of
licensing laws would encourage business formation and create job opportunities. The
savings to the average household would reduce the cost of living in the state, an attractive
amenity for potential firms and their workers. Eliminating licensing requirements would be
of particular value to Pima County if federal subsidies to the Air Force Base taper off. The
ease of transitioning to other types of employment may influence how many of the laid-off
workers decide to stay in Pima County. It would also enhance Pima County efforts to help
incarcerated individuals find employment when they are released from jail.103
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Healthcare costs
Arizona policies make health insurance and healthcare more expensive than it need
be. Arizona is ranked low when it comes to allowing flexibility in “ownership, business
structure, and employment” in healthcare facilities.104 In addition, Arizona ranks below the
U.S. mean when it comes to giving medical professionals access to licensing and in allowing
professionals to practice up to the limit of their training (scope of practice).
Like all other states, Arizona does not allow out-of-state physicians to practice via
telemedicine in Arizona on the basis of their out-of-state (home state) license. Allowing
out-of-state physicians to practice via telemedicine would result in a substantial windfall for
consumers and improve the competitiveness of healthcare markets in the state.105
Lower medical costs would make Pima County more competitive in the growing field
of medical tourism. The Pima County Medical Society is already working on medical tourism
programs that include local spending on transportation, housing, and other amenities.106
Lower health care costs would encourage small firms to offer health insurance,
potentially reducing costly, unreimbursed emergency room care. A study by WalletHub
found that only a quarter of small businesses in Tucson provide health insurance to their
workers. This put Tucson at the bottom of 100 cities evaluated by WalletHub.107 Clearly,
Pima County’s representatives in the state legislature should be encouraged to lobby to
eliminate regulations that preclude innovations.
Minimum wage and mandated benefits
Arizona’s adoption (November 2015) of a minimum wage is not a business magnet.
Yet about 62% of Pima County voters voted to hike the minimum wage.108 If the goal is to
attract business, regulations of this sort should be evaluated in the context of alternatives
that would not burden firms and would not discourage firms from hiring low-skilled
workers. As economists routinely point out, the minimum wage reduces employment of
low-skilled workers and is poorly targeted, as most people who earn the minimum wage do
not live in low-income households.109
A minimum wage encourages firms to substitute away from employing the least
skilled workers. The idea that eliminating low-paying jobs will help low-skilled workers is
pervasive. Take, for example, a statement by Jackie Goldberg, a champion of the interests
of city employees when she served on the Los Angeles City Council. At a Milken Institute
Conference in Santa Monica in 1997, she said, “I won’t vote to lower a tax to create a $5.75/
hour job.” It is unlikely that she only cared about creating jobs for skilled workers, but
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perhaps she mistakenly presumed that low-skilled workers would be hired to fill higher
paying job openings.
In addition to raising the minimum wage, Arizona’s new law mandates that workers
receive one hour of paid sick leave for every 30 hours they work. The leave may be used for
an employee to seek medical care, but also to care for a family member.110
That will not be the only cost, as the absence of a worker who is part of a team can
have repercussions for the productivity of others. The availability of paid leave encourages
workers to take leave in situations where they would otherwise arrange to manage a
situation in a different way. The fact that the workers don’t bear all of the costs (those
associated with reduced productivity of team members) encourages workers to take time
off even when there may be low-cost alternatives. This makes the whole process more
inefficient than it should be, raising the cost of labor to firms.
Any legislation that raises the costs of labor, either through a payroll tax or
mandated leave benefit will not be borne by firms over time; in competitive labor markets,
wages will fall.111 In the parlance of economists, workers bear the incidence of the benefits.
This means that workers who would choose higher wages over paid leave are not given a
choice.
Where there is a minimum wage that limits the downward movement of wages 112
in response to mandated benefits, wages can’t fall, but firms may substitute capital for
labor over time as they build new facilities or remodel existing facilities. Or firms may
reduce spending on other employee amenities that are not regulated by the state. It is not
uncommon for firms to engage in illegal behaviors, getting around the minimum wage
by requiring workers to work unrecorded hours.113 Pima County residents interested in
economic prosperity might want to rethink their support for these measures.
Education
Last but not least, one way to make a community more attractive to families and,
therefore, to businesses making location decisions is to offer attractive options for K-12
education. Arizona appears to be doing well in this regard. It ranks high among the states
in its approach to school choice. Arizona’s policies have been described as the “most
favorable to charter schools in the United States.”114 Parents have the option to enroll
their children in any school or school district where space is available. Twenty-six percent
of Pima County public schools are charter schools.115 This is a very high number. There
is evidence that public school student performance in Arizona increased with the growth
in charter schools. This increase in performance is attributed to actions by non-charter
schools to compete with the new charter schools for enrollment.116 In this regard, Pima
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County may already have a relative advantage as it offers a variety of education options for
its families.
But still businesses complain about a poorly trained workforce. This leads to calls
for a more educated workforce and efforts to funnel more students through college. But
college, with its focus on academic performance, should not be the default for job training
efforts. Many individuals do not learn well in a college environment and many college
graduates do not find success. To make individuals better prepared for jobs, education
options need to be more heterogeneous.
At the state level, it may be possible to take steps that would increase the
productivity of education. Because not all students are alike, education may be more
productive if there are a variety of education and training options. The focus of public
education spending has been on a standardized curriculum taught before students enter
the labor force. Many students drop out and many others do not benefit substantially from
the process. It is not because they are not talented, but because education is academic,
rather than applied, and the structure does not serve all learners well. There is little room
for innovation, in part a result of pressure from interest groups who benefit from the
traditional structure of post-high-school education.
Lifelong learning education savings accounts, as proposed by the Goldwater
Institute, teamed with flexibility in the types of educational opportunities for which
the funds can be used, would allow innovation in education for the substantial group
of individuals whose acquisition of human capital is stifled by the traditional learning
environment. Lifelong learning education savings accounts would enable individuals to
continue learning throughout their lives to better compete in the dynamic job market.”117

8.

Conclusion
This paper identifies problems with the World View deal and deals like it that direct

taxpayer dollars to subsidize individual firms. Instead of subsidizing individual firms,
policy makers have a number of options to choose from to encourage economic activity
and growth. To attract workers and, therefore, influence business location decisions, local
public spending should prioritize the basic services that make a city attractive to residents.
Limiting unnecessary regulations can encourage economic activity. Pima County
and the City of Tucson should review their business regulations to be sure that any costly
deterrents to business formation and advertising make sense. To retain businesses
that want to expand or to attract new businesses that want access to develop desirable
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properties, Pima County should look to Houston which has no zoning laws but manages to
both protect communities and facilitate development. Pima County should allow as much
flexibility as possible in its land use and zoning policies. Then, if there is a big external
change that has significant implications for Pima County—a reduction in federal defense
spending or tariffs on imports from Mexico—the adjustment can move along as smoothly
as possible.
For local officials seeking to influence business location decisions, low tax rates are
prudent. However, cities that spend tax dollars on road maintenance, public safety, and
the maintenance of open spaces for recreation may generate sufficient positive effects to
offset a tax, attracting firms. Of course, a community that reduces spending on projects
that do not generate benefits for residents and, as a consequence, can lower its tax rates,
would certainly improve its chances of attracting firms or encouraging local firms to
expand.
To reduce taxes, policy options include privatizing some public services to reduce
costs. Competitive bidding, with renewable contracts, improves incentives for efficiency if
political pressures can be held at bay when it comes to the choice of providers. A better
option, where feasible, is the use of vouchers, as individual consumers have the proper
incentive to search for efficient providers that meet their needs. Vouchers can be used to
promote competition and reduce the cost of production of publicly subsidized services.
To support transportation construction, policy makers should investigate the legal
requirements for privatizing major projects. Although not immune from political pressures
to favor politically connected developers, private development may keep costs down and
facilitate prompt action to build highways. Congestion can be managed by using variable
tolls (higher during peak congestion hours). This would make Tucson attractive to both
commuters and to firms that need to move products on the Pima County highways. In
addition, as congestion and pollution go hand in hand, a reduction in congestion would
help Tucson comply with federal standards for ground-level ozone.
When it comes to attracting business, some policy initiatives must be pursued at the
state level. Arizona’s occupational licensing laws are some of the most constraining in the
entire United States. Liberalization of licensing laws would encourage business formation.
Prices for services would fall statewide, reducing the cost of living in the state, an attractive
amenity for potential firms and their workers.
Similarly, state laws limit flexibility in the provision of healthcare. Eliminating such
laws would improve access and reduce costs. Lower medical costs would likely reduce
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the cost of health insurance in the state and make Pima County more competitive in the
growing field of medical tourism.
Although there is no quick fix, business complaints about workforce training could
be addressed with state level legislation to allow lifelong learning education savings
accounts. Not only would this facilitate learning over one’s life, but the most attractive
attribute is that it would increase education prospects for the majority of the population
poorly served by traditional academic institutions.
Of all the options to attract businesses to Pima County, the Pima County/World View
deal and the associated level of land-use planning on the part of the County stand out as
risky and costly to local taxpayers. Not only must tax revenues be redirected from other
key functions of local government to subsidize land-use planning and business attraction
efforts, but County administrators have no way of knowing if their decisions will benefit the
community. Markets are dynamic. What seemed like a great investment in one year may
not be so great later on.
Rather than putting taxpayer resources toward trying to shape the region of the
future, Pima County should be working toward a lean local government that provides costeffective services and an unobtrusive regulatory framework. Local governments inclined
to approve risky business deals should instead focus on creating an environment that
maximizes individual potential and regional prosperity.
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